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As the first Asian film festival in Canada,
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executive summary

Stories told through film, television, and other forms of visual media shape how people
think, feel, and perceive the world around them. Stories have the potential to shift and
expand our understandings. Media reflects our society and catalyzes its transformation.
Equitable visual representation on Canadian television is essential to ensuring an
inclusive media landscape where people see themselves and their communities reflected
authentically on screen.
The Diversity on Screen Audit Report of Canadian Broadcasters is a cross-sectional study
that examines the top four major national broadcasters in Canada—CBC, Citytv, CTV,
and Global Television Network—and one provincial broadcaster—Knowledge Network.
The research is driven by two central questions:

“Who are Canadians watching on
their television screens?”
and

“How does this reflection impact diversity,
equity and inclusivity in Canada?”
Our researchers collected data from the five broadcasters between April 11, 2021 and
April 17, 2021.

Given VAFF’s mandate, the focus of this equity audit was on screen representation
of Asians on five broadcast networks and for this report Asians were identified as
East Asian, Southeast Asian and South Asian.
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Rationale

BPOC

When millions of BPOC Canadians do not see themselves
positively reflected—or represented at all—in the media they
consume, it underscores a deeper systemic issue and the limited
opportunities for BPOC actors, filmmakers, decision makers, and
screen-based media workers in Canada.

In this report, the term BPOC
refers to Black and people
of colour. We recognize that
conversations
about
the
term BPOC are ongoing and
that how these communities
refer to themselves may
evolve; what is acceptable or
best practices today may not
be in the future. The decision
was made to use the term
BPOC after discussions with
other equity-seeking groups
to understand that language
is fluid. In addition, the BPOC
data analyzed in this report
has only been parsed out for
people of Asian descent.

The limitation of existing race-based data in relation to on screen
representation hides the significant disparity between BPOC and
white actors in relation to opportunities, employment, and income
in the film and television industry. This imbalance reinforces a
barrier for BPOC actors, who are unable to gain the necessary
experience to be cast for non-BPOC roles. Black and people of
colour are effectively pigeonholed. The lack of race-based data
also contributed to the decision to rely on researchers’ visual
observation of actors’ appearances to determine the actor’s race
or ethnicity. It was also decided that most Canadian viewers
would determine the race or ethnicity of a character by visual
observation. We understand that this is a flawed and problematic
methodology but it was determined that without the actual data
this was the best path forward for this work.

Research studies have demonstrated correlations between on screen representation and societal
racial and gender biases (Peffley et al., 1996; Gilliam et al., 2002; Davis, 2017; Tukachinsky, Mastro
and Yarchi 2017, Mastro 2010; Mastro and Greenberg, 2010). These portrayals often cast white men
as heroes while erasing or subordinating other characters of colour as villains, sidekicks or sexual
objects. The erasure of Black and people of colour from film, television and media devalues our
collective existence within a society.
Further, racial stereotypes promulgated through popular media can have cumulative effects that
profoundly impact equity seeking communities while strengthening systemic racism, logics of
racial capitalism, and settler colonialism.
Funding and reach of five key broadcasters in Canada warrants an inclusion, diversity and equity
review. Canada’s public broadcaster—CBC—receives over $1 billion annually in government funding
for its operations. Citytv is a Canadian television network owned by Rogers Communications. CTV
is Canada’s largest privately owned television network under Bell Media. Global TV is currently
Canada’s second most-watched private television network after CTV. Knowledge Network is a
Canadian publicly funded educational television network serving the province of British Columbia.
BPOC communities have known, anecdotally, that they have been underrepresented, even erased
from television screens, but this has not been supported by data. We are unaware of any studies
that have assessed the proportion of actors from racialized communities that appear on screen
within our national broadcast industry.
The Diversity on Screen Audit Report of Canadian Broadcasters provides essential and rapid data
in relation to the on screen representation of Asian Canadians on Canadian television.
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Aim
This report aims to assess scripted television programs of five major Canadian broadcasters
to quantify the prevalence of BPOC main characters, with a particular focus on characters
of Asian heritage in its programs that were broadcasted between the period from April 11 to
17, 2021.
The audit will:

•

Review the country of origin of scripted and unscripted
television programs broadcast in Canada.

•

Compare the number of domestically-filmed content to
content coming from outside of Canada.

•

Compare the racial breakdown of Main Cast members in
scripted television programs originating from Canada and
from outside of Canada.

Main Cast
In this report, the term
“Main Cast” is defined
as an actor who appears
in 50% or more of the
episodes in a season of
a television program.

Methodology
Researchers at VAFF conducted a review of five broadcasters—CBC, CTV, Citytv, Global
TV, and Knowledge Network—from April 11, 2021, to April 17, 2021. Television programs
aired during this period were logged onto a spreadsheet disaggregated by broadcaster.
For this study, we found 332 total programs, 170 of which were scripted programs across
all networks during all broadcast hours for this audit period.
To answer the first research question “Who are Canadians
watching on their television screens?” researchers needed
to determine if a typical television viewer in Canada

Canada’s Film and Television
Industry

considered the person on screen to be Asian, Black or
person of colour (excluding Asian), or white based on a
visual review.

Total film and television
production volume in 2020:
$9.3 billion

Five data collectors independently assessed the cast members
on these shows based on physical appearances for ethnicity.
Each program was reviewed by at least (2) two researchers.
Data was collected based on the following variables:

31.3% Canadian film and
television production

•

Show Format/Type: “Scripted” or “Unscripted”

•

“Country of Production” of all scripted and unscripted TV
programs on each of the five (5) networks

•

Of the scripted shows, total number of Main Cast members

•

Of the Main Cast actors, how many appeared to be of
Asian heritage, BPOC (excluding Asian) or white

For this analysis, we calculated the percentage of actors
appearing to be Asian, BPOC (excluding Asian), and white
cast members on all the scripted shows on each of the five
broadcasting channels.
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56.4% Foreign location and
service production
12.3% Broadcaster in-house
production
Over the past ten years, foreign
location and service production
volume has risen by 180% while
Canadian content production
volume has increased by only
20%.
Source: https://cmpa.ca/our-industry

Limitations and Constraints
Due to limited funding and the urgency of this report, there were a number of necessary
limitations, including:
Selection bias
•

Disaggregated data, whereby only Asian actors (East Asian, Southeast Asian and South
Asian) were separately identified from other BPOC actors.

•

Quality / accuracy / nuance of representation was not examined.

•

The number of Main Cast members varied from program to program as did the number
of episodes for each television show. These differences were not adjusted for, as the
percentages in this report only reflects the aggregate number of Main Cast members on
all the television shows on the network.

•

The racial breakdown of unscripted programs was excluded from the racial breakdown
of Main Cast analysis.

•

April 11-17, 2021 was arbitrarily chosen and reviewing one week of broadcasters’
programming may constitute a small sample size.

Observer bias
•

A level of bias of researchers’ visual review of Main Cast.

•

Data collection relied on a set of researchers whose various perspectives may have
introduced bias to the study as they were visually identifying racialized actors on screen.

We are aware that this is potentially a fraught research method but given funding constraints,
we were unable to develop and implement another method for the audit. For example, the
audit may have, among other things, inadvertently categorized some people as “white”
when they may in fact do not self-identify this way. We are also aware of the sensitivity
of potentially miscategorization, and the
nuanced and careful conversations happening
within the Indigenous screen-based community
and intentionally removed “Indigenous’’ as
a category from this audit to respect the
sovereignty of the Indigenous Screen Office
(ISO) and of Indigenous creatives. Given this,
two Indigenous television programs, Blackstone
and Trickster were not included in the program
schedule listing for CBC in this study.
To address these limitations, we have
recommended next steps for further exploration
and movement toward a diverse, equitable and
inclusive television industry in Canada.

â
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Further areas of research and analysis:
•

Conduct an in-depth review that considers the quality of representation of BPOC
characters on Canadian television.

•

Research and develop best practices for the screen based broadcast media industry on
implementing inclusive production and acquisition practices.

•

Research and develop best practices for the screen-based non-broadcast media industry
on implementing inclusive production and acquisition practices. (Non-broadcast media
industry include streaming services and or platforms).

•

Examine the intersections of media representation disparities with other underrepresented
groups, including a range of gender identities and expressions, the 2SLGBTQIA+
community, and individuals with varying abilities.

•

Expand upon existing equity reports produced by screen and media organizations,
including:

•

imagineNATIVE’s On-Screen Protocols & Pathways: A Media Production Guide1

•

Black Screen Office’s Being Seen Report2

•

Racial Equity Media Collective’s Racialized Funding Data in the Canadian Film and
Television Industry3

•

Women In View On Screen Report4

•

Independent Media Producers Association of Creative Talent’s (IMPACT)
Understanding Inclusive Business Practices Amongst Canadian Producers Report5

•

Closely analyze unscripted television programs to identify representation and funding
disparities accurately.

•

Examine the number of BPOC creators that receive development funding and then
determine the number that continue onto production.

•

Conduct similar research for Black and people of colour in Quebec and/or French
language broadcasters and determine a more robust methodology for this analysis.

•

Support further comprehensive analyses of Black and people of colour on screen
representation within the Canadian Broadcasting Sector broadcasters; share learnings
with other community organizations including the Black Screen Office and the Indigenous
Screen Office.

1

https://imaginenative.org/publications

2

https://www.beingseen.ca/

3

https://www.re-mc.org/research

4

https://womeninview.ca/

5

https://www.impact-aptcmi.org
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CBC
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All CBC’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.5%

Made in Canada: 87%
Made Outside of Canada: 13%
(Based on 44 programs)

15.5%

UK
8.7%

USA
4.3%

Canada
87%

White 76.0%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
Made in Canada

Scripted Programs
Made Outside of Canada

(Based on 38 programs)

(Based on 6 programs)

Asian
10.4%

BPOC

ex. Asian

Asian
4.5%

16%

BPOC

ex. Asian

11.2%

White
73.6%

Made in Canada: 83.3%
Made Outside of Canada: 16.7%
(Based on 30 programs)

UK
10%

Others
6.7%

Canada
83.3%

White
84.3%

k e y f i n d i n g s There were 38 Canadian scripted programs aired on CBC during this audit period

after Trickster and Blackstone were removed. This represented the largest total number of original
Canadian scripted programs out of all the broadcasters surveyed. Out of these 38 programs, on
screen Asian representation accounted for 10.4% of the Main Cast. When combined with scripted
programs from outside of Canada, this number dropped to 8.5%. CBC failed to represent Canada’s
Asian and other BPOC communities.
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Citytv
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All Citytv’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.5%

Made in Canada: 23.8%
Made Outside of Canada: 76.2%
(Based on 21 programs)

33.5%

Canada
23.8%

White 58.0%
USA
76.2%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
Made in Canada

Scripted Programs
Made Outside of Canada

(Based on 5 programs)

(Based on 16 programs)

Asian
3%

Asian
10.2%

BPOC

ex. Asian

19.4%

Made in Canada: 40.9%
Made Outside of Canada: 59.1%
(Based on 22 programs)
Canada
40.9%

BPOC

ex. Asian

38.1%

USA
59.1%

White
77.6%

White
51.7%

k e y f i n d i n g s Citytv had a limited number of Canadian scripted programs, only airing five (5)

during the audit period and Asian representation accounted for just 3% of the Main Cast. When
combined with the 10.2% of Asian representation in the 16 made outside of Canada scripted
programs, the overall percentage of Asian representation rose to 8.5%. This indicated that Citytv
was doing less for Asian representation on Canadian productions than the programs it acquired
from outside of Canada. At the basic level of Main Cast representation, Citytv failed to represent
Canada’s Asian and other BPOC communities.
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CTV
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All CTV’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.3%

Made in Canada: 15.2%
Made Outside of Canada: 84.8%
(Based on 33 programs)

24.8%

Canada
15.2%

White 66.9%
USA
84.8%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 5 programs)

(Based on 28 programs)

Made in Canada: 37.8%
Made Outside of Canada: 62.2%
(Based on 37 programs)
Canada
37.8%

Asian
7.1%

Asian
14.7%

BPOC

BPOC

ex. Asian

ex. Asian

White
69.1%

White
66.4%

16.2%

26.5%

USA
59.5%

UK
2.7%

k e y f i n d i n g s CTV had the second highest number of scripted programs from outside of Canada,

with 28, of which only five (5) were Canadian scripted programs. Asian representation accounted
for 14.7% of the Main Cast in these Canadian shows, yet when combined with the high number of
scripted programs from outside of Canada, the overall on screen representation of Asian Main Cast
dropped to 8.3%. This indicated that CTV acquired programs that have less Asian representation
than its Canadian productions, which was already low. CTV failed to represent Canada’s Asian and
other BPOC communities.
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Global TV
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All Global TV’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.8%

Made in Canada: 7.4%
Made Outside of Canada: 92.6%
(Based on 27 programs)

24.0%

USA
85.2%

Canada
7.4% Others
7.4%

White 67.2%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 2 programs)

(Based on 25 programs)

Asian
8.4%

Asian
15.8%

Made in Canada: 60.0%
Made Outside of Canada: 40.0%
(Based on 41 programs)

USA
40.0%

Canada
60.0%

BPOC

BPOC

ex. Asian

ex. Asian

White
68.4%

White
67.1%

15.8%

24.5%

k e y f i n d i n g s Global TV had the second lowest number of Canadian scripted programs with only

two (2) compared to other broadcasters during this time period and had the third highest numbers
of scripted programs from outside of Canada at 25. Although Asian representation accounted
for 15.8% of the Main Cast of Global TV’s Canadian scripted shows, the high number of scripted
programs from outside of Canada dropped the overall Asian representation to only 8.8%. This
indicated that Global TV acquired programs that have less Asian representation than its Canadian
productions, which was already low. Global TV failed to represent Canada’s Asian and other BPOC
communities.
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Knowledge Network (KN)
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All KN’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

3.9%

Made in Canada: 2.2%
Made Outside of Canada: 97.8%
(Based on 45 programs)

6.8%

Canada
2.2% Others
28.9%

White 89.3%

UK
68.9%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 1 program)

(Based on 44 programs)

Asian
0%

BPOC

ex. Asian

Asian
3.9%

16.7%

Canada
6.3%
Others
6.3%

BPOC

ex. Asian

6.7%

White
89.4%

White
83.3%

key

Made in Canada: 6.3%
Made Outside of Canada: 93.7%
(Based on 32 programs)

UK
87.4%

f i n d i n g s Knowledge Network had the lowest number of Canadian scripted programs of the

broadcasters included in the audit with one (1) program. Knowledge Network had the highest number of
scripted programs from outside Canada, at 44. Asian representation accounted for 0% of the Main Cast of
the sole Canadian scripted show, and combined with the high number of scripted programs from outside
Canada, the overall Asian representation was 3.9%. This indicated that Knowledge Network commissioned
or acquired scripted programs with little to no Asian representation. In addition, 68.9% of scripted programs
and 87.4% of unscripted programs aired on Knowledge Network during the audit period originate from the
United Kingdom. Knowledge Network failed to represent Canada’s Asian and other BPOC communities.
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r e s u lt s

The audit revealed a range of Asian on screen representation
among the five (5) broadcasters during the period of study.
This range at the top end was 8.8% (Global TV) while at the
lower end only 3.9% (Knowledge Network) of Asian people
were represented on screen in Main Cast roles. However,
these opportunities are not solely for Asian Canadians, but
Asians from the United States and other countries. In terms of
Canadian versus non-Canadian content, we found that more
than 50% of all content broadcast during the audit period
came from outside of Canada. CBC was the only broadcaster
to have over 50% for both scripted and unscripted programs
(87% and 83.3% respectively) originate from Canada, but
Canadian BPOC actors were not significantly represented
in these opportunities. The substantial influence and
acquisition of television programming from the United
States and the United Kingdom dramatically overshadowed
the content created by Canadian filmmakers and producers.

r e c o m m e n d at i o n s

To address the systemic and structural racism that exists within these broadcast institutions
require deliberate, targeted and reparative actions such as the following:

1. CORE FUNDING FOR BLACK AND RACIALIZED COMMUNITY ARTS
ORGANIZATIONS
Screen industry institutions and funders have benefited from the labour of community based
organizations and received additional funding because of the advocacy work of creatives
from Black and racialized communities. Much of this additional funding is not reaching these
organizations to meet their core activity needs. Instead, the majority of Black and racialized
arts organizations are only receiving project grants which cannot sustain the organizations’
operations to be able to deliver these projects. These additional funds should be provided
directly to the community organizations as operational funding and not just project funding.

2. MANDATED EQUITY TARGETS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND
COMMISSION OF CONTENT
Broadcasters must include mandated equity targets for BPOC led production companies.
Canada Media Fund (CMF) and other federal and provincial government funding agencies
should consider setting equity targets related to BPOC led companies. The need for equity
targets should also be included as part of the CRTC’s broadcast license requirements and for
the non-broadcast media industry.
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3. A 360 APPROACH TO HOLD BROADCASTERS ACCOUNTABLE
We must hold broadcasters accountable for the underrepresentation of stories that spotlight
marginalized communities, including BPOC communities, as well as the work of BPOC
filmmakers and producers. VAFF recommends scheduled regular equity audits that follow a
standardized industry process.

4. SUSTAINED AND REPARATIVE FUNDING TO ACCELERATE OVER
50 YEARS OF CHRONIC UNDERFUNDING TO SUPPORT TRAINING,
MENTORING AND INCUBATION OF TALENT
Following over half a century of underfunding, the time for monumental change is now.
To stimulate the future of BPOC on screen representation, public and private capital must be
secured and adequately invested towards projects and individuals that elevate stories that
have long been absent from the mainstream. Also, through additional funding and access to
government and corporate resources, organizations within the television and film industries
can invest in programs and infrastructure to support aspiring BPOC creatives.

5. REMOVE THE FEAR OF FAILING
BPOC creators must be given the space to fail. The privilege to learn from one’s mistakes has
not been afforded to BPOC creators.

6. INVEST IN SAFE SPACES AND INCLUSIVE WORKSPACES FOR
CREATIVES AND OPERATE UNDER HOPE, NOT FEAR
By investing in safe spaces and inclusive workspaces for creatives of marginalized
communities, screen-based media workers can learn from one another and create content
on their own terms.

7. PROVIDE DIRECT FUNDING TO A SEPARATE FUND FOR BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR (BPOC) CREATORS ADMINISTERED BY THE
CANADIAN INDEPENDENT SCREEN FUND (CISF)
Our communities have come together to create the CISF—a fund that is for us by us. The
CISF operated successfully for 20 years as the CIFVF. It has now been re-imagined as a fund
for Black and people of colour creators. The CISF has already proven itself by successfully
administering the outstanding 3-year Rogers-BSO Development Fund.
Solutions to the film and television industry’s systemic racism need to come from the people
affected by it. The CISF is an Independent Fund administered by a Board that represents
the film & television industry sector and also represents the community groups who are
excluded from most mainstream funding programs.
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conclusion

Given these findings, opportunities for an actor of Asian heritage to be cast as a central
character in a scripted television program broadcasted in Canada is extremely low. This
makes it difficult for aspiring actors of Asian descent to pursue acting and without the ability
to earn sufficient money from acting to sustain a career, this makes it even more challenging
to channel their creativity to hone their craft. This lack of opportunity decimated generations
of Asian actors, suffocating the pipeline for talent to develop and grow.
Therefore, additional funding dedicated to accelerating support and training for BPOC actors,
filmmakers, and screen industry workers is a crucial first step to address this disparity.

Proposed Bill C-11
“Bill C-11, also known as the Online Streaming Act, will regulate online streaming services (aka “online
undertakings”) under the same rules governing traditional broadcasters (aka “broadcast undertakings”),
bringing them under the jurisdiction of the CRTC. This includes requiring streamers to provide funding
support to the Canadian screen industry. Early readings mentioned serving the “needs and interests”
of Canadians from “racialized communities,” among other groups. The Bill does not, however, explicitly
call for production support for Black and racialized communities in the same way it does for Indigenous
creators and French and English language minorities.”
—Canadian Independent Screen Fund

14
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introduction

Stories told through film, television, and other forms of visual media shape how people
think, feel, and perceive the world around them. Stories have the potential to shift and
expand our understandings. Media reflects our society and catalyzes its transformation.
Equitable visual representation on Canadian television is essential to ensuring an
inclusive media landscape where people see themselves and their communities reflected
authentically on screen.
The Diversity on Screen Audit Report of Canadian Broadcasters is a cross-sectional study
that examines the top four major national broadcasters in Canada—CBC, Citytv, CTV,
and Global Television Network—and one provincial broadcaster—Knowledge Network.
The research is driven by two central questions:

“Who are Canadians watching on
their television screens?”
and

“How does this reflection impact diversity,
equity and inclusivity in Canada?”
Our researchers collected data from the five broadcasters between April 11, 2021 and
April 17, 2021.
Given VAFF’s mandate, the focus of this equity audit was on screen representation
of Asians on five broadcast networks and for this report Asians were identified as
East Asian, Southeast Asian and South Asian.
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Rationale

BPOC

When millions of BPOC Canadians do not see themselves
positively reflected—or represented at all—in the media they
consume, it underscores a deeper systemic issue and the
limited opportunities for BPOC actors, filmmakers, decision
makers, and screen-based media workers in Canada.

In this report, the term BPOC
refers to Black and people
of colour. We recognize that
conversations
about
the
term BPOC are ongoing and
that how these communities
refer to themselves may
evolve; what is acceptable or
best practices today may not
be in the future. The decision
was made to use the term
BPOC after discussions with
other equity-seeking groups
to understand that language
is fluid. In addition, the BPOC
data analyzed in this report
has only been parsed out for
people of Asian descent.

The limitation of existing race-based data in relation to
on screen representation hides the significant disparity
between BPOC and white actors in relation to opportunities,
employment, and income in the film and television industry.
This imbalance reinforces a barrier for BPOC actors, who
are unable to gain the necessary experience to be cast for
non-BPOC roles. Black and people of colour are effectively
pigeonholed. The lack of race-based data also contributed
to the decision to rely on researchers’ visual observation
of actors’ appearances to determine the actor’s race or
ethnicity. It was also decided that most Canadian viewers
would determine the race or ethnicity of a character by
visual observation. We understand that this is a flawed
and problematic methodology but it was determined that
without the actual data this was the best path forward for
this work.

Research studies have demonstrated correlations between on screen representation and
societal racial and gender biases (Peffley et al., 1996; Gilliam et al., 2002; Davis, 2017;
Tukachinsky, Mastro and Yarchi 2017, Mastro 2010; Mastro and Greenberg, 2010). These
portrayals often cast white men as heroes while erasing or subordinating other characters
of colour as villains, sidekicks or sexual objects. The erasure of Black and people of colour
from film, television and media devalues our collective existence within a society.
Further, racial stereotypes promulgated through popular media can have cumulative effects
that profoundly impact equity seeking communities while strengthening systemic racism,
logics of racial capitalism, and settler colonialism.

â

What is a Canadian story,
and who gets to tell it?
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“A note on using population
demographics as a
benchmark Canada’s
population looks the way it
does because of its history
of genocide, colonialism
and racist immigration
policies. If the goal is to
make up for historical underrepresentation then simply
meeting current demographic
percentages is not good
enough. Added to this is the
fact that Canada’s racialized
population continues to grow,
with the biggest urban centre
already having a population
that is over 50% BIPOC.”
— Racial Equity Media Collective’s
Evaluating Racial Equity in Canada’s
Screen Sector Report

Funding and reach of five key broadcasters in Canada
warrants an inclusion, diversity and equity review. Canada’s
public broadcaster—CBC—receives over $1 billion annually in
government funding for its operations. Citytv is a Canadian
television network owned by Rogers Communications. CTV
is Canada’s largest privately owned television network under
Bell Media. Global TV is currently Canada’s second mostwatched private television network after CTV. Knowledge
Network is a Canadian publicly funded educational television
network serving the province of British Columbia.
BPOC communities have known, anecdotally, that they
have been underrepresented, even erased from television
screens, but this has not been supported by data. We are
unaware of any studies that have assessed the proportion
of actors from racialized communities that appear on screen
within our national broadcast industry.
The Diversity on Screen Audit Report of Canadian
Broadcasters provides essential and rapid data in relation
to the on screen representation of Asian Canadians on
Canadian television.

Aim
This report aims to assess scripted television programs of five major Canadian broadcasters
to quantify the prevalence of BPOC main characters, with a particular focus on characters
of Asian heritage in its programs that were broadcasted between the period from April 11 to
17, 2021.
The audit will:

•

Review the country of origin of scripted and
unscripted television programs broadcast in
Canada.

•

Compare the number of domestically-filmed
content to content coming from outside of
Canada.

•

Compare the racial breakdown of Main Cast
members in scripted television programs
originating from Canada and from outside of
Canada.
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Main Cast
In this report, the term
“Main Cast” is defined
as an actor who appears
in 50% or more of the
episodes in a season of
a television program.

o r g a n i z at i o n a l m a n d at e s

Vancouver Asian Film Festival (VAFF) Mandate
VAFF is a showcase for the best of Asian Canadian cinema and content and has a long
history of offering capacity building, mentorship and professional development programs
to its Asian Canadian community and other communities of colour. VAFF was founded on
the core mandate to increase Asian Canadian representation on mainstream film, television
and media.
Through its annual year-round programming and Festival, VAFF strives to help Asian
Canadian actors, artists, and filmmakers gain the resources and opportunities to shape
mainstream culture powerfully. VAFF is growing and evolving with the changing diversity
landscape of BC and Canada. VAFF continues outreach efforts to diverse communities and
organizations to more effectively and comprehensively provide artistic representation and
inform, educate, and entertain Canada’s increasingly diverse, inter-culturally integrated,
socially and environmentally aware audience. VAFF has not received core funding in its 26
year history. www.vaff.org

Racial Equity Screen Office (RESO) Mandate
RESO is a Vancouver-based national office that focuses on the distinct nature of the immigrant
diaspora and the opportunities, realities, and stories that live within our communities and
our lived experiences. RESO is founded on the core principle of collaboration to address
the culture of scarcity within governmental funding bodies. Its mandate is to elevate
diverse stories told through our diasporic migrant lens, advocate for equitable funding
for racialized Canadian content creators, and develop greater business opportunities and
markets for content from racialized communities in and outside of Canada through export.
www.reso-ca.org

Elimin8Hate Mandate
Harness the power of the arts, film and media industries to educate, empower, and
eliminate racism against Asian Canadians.
•

Educate by raising awareness of anti-Asian sentiment and the historical, persistent
and systemic racist barriers.

•

Empower people to disrupt the status quo and find their voice to influence social
and political change.

•

Eliminate anti-Asian racism through advocating for social change and inclusive
opportunities.

www.elimin8hate.org
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r at i o n a l e

Why is Equitable
Representation
so Important in
Film, Television
and Media?
The perceptions and biases that we form of the world around
us and of ourselves are in part produced and reproduced
through the media that we consume consciously and
subconsciously every day. This media holds so much power,
for it is the documentation of how individuals and communities
are represented and a reflection of how we approach the
relationships we have with our own families, our friends, and
our communities.

Canada’s Film and Television
Industry
Total film and television
production volume in 2020:
$9.3 billion
31.3% Canadian film and
television production
56.4% Foreign location and
service production
12.3% Broadcaster in-house
production
Over the past ten years,
foreign location and service
production volume has risen
by 180% while Canadian
content production volume
has increased by only 20%.
Source: https://cmpa.ca/our-industry

The misrepresentation of racialized and marginalized communities and their representation
through caricature and stereotypes has material effects. They can adversely impact how
people of colour see themselves, and studies have shown that prolonged exposure to these
representations leads to a decrease in self-esteem for children of colour, while increasing the
self-esteem of white men (Davis, 2017; Mastro 2010; Mastro and Greenberg, 2010).
Even though many of these portrayals are fictional, narratives that include Asian diasporic
communities and individuals based on these pretenses carry a damaging message, obscuring
the way Asian individuals view themselves and their communities and how the rest of society
views Asians.
This racist imagery also has cumulative effects on society. Considering the impact xenophobic
portrayals of BPOC communities have on youth and culture—whether employed covertly or
overtly—media consumers and the media industry must not dismiss these fictional depictions
as mere entertainment.
This disproportionately low number of BPOC in the media industry conveys a message to
BPOC that their stories come second and are not valued. Therefore, equitable representation
in front and behind the camera is vital in the screen industry for BPOC people to see their
â
stories authentically represented in the world.
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Stereotypes Employed to
Represent People of Asian Descent
Scores of academic studies have shown direct correlations between the racial and gender
biases in society and the portrayals of BPOC and marginalized groups in popular media
(Peffley et al., 1996; Gilliam et al., 2002; Davis, 2017; Tukachinsky, Mastro and Yarchi 2017,
Mastro 2010; Mastro and Greenberg, 2010). For example, historically, white men in Hollywood
were cast as protagonists and in heroic roles. At the same time, Asian characters are
portrayed as villains, sidekicks and sexual objects, consequently erasing or subordinating
Asians in the Western world.
The immense consequences of these stereotypes work to cast people of Asian descent as
one-dimensional characters who are perpetual foreigners. This directly influences the image
of people of Asian descent in mainstream white society. Flattened into racial caricatures
whose entry into a scene is synonymous with the sound of a gong or jaunty jingle, these
limited representations restrict how we see Asian people in real life.
The ongoing cultural upheaval in mainstream media has spurred on screen narratives
that showcase the complexities of the people of Asian descent’s identity with ambitious,
powerful, and complex Asian characters as the protagonists. While that is a triumph in its
own right, moving past the damaging misconceptions of the past involves overthrowing
these stereotypes and tropes that are still employed in film and television. This can only be
done when we collectively recognize these tropes and understand their damaging effects.
To understand the genesis of the damaging stereotypes employed to represent people of
Asian descent in screen-based media, we must take a close look at the xenophobic laws of
the past. The Page Act of 1875 in the United States immorally prohibited the immigration of
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East Asian women. Soon after, the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 in the United States and
the Chinese Immigration Act of 1923 in Canada prohibited the entry of virtually all Chinese
immigrants, representing a pronounced fear of individuals from East and Southeast Asia
and their presence in the Western world. These destructive acts came into being when
governments postulated that immigrants from Asia could pose an existential threat to
American and Canadian life; a racist ideology now referred to as yellow peril.
Yellow Peril
In the 1930s, Hollywood played into the idea of yellow peril. Cinematic yellow peril
villainized East Asian men in American cinema, portraying them as exploitative, dangerous
predators threatening white women and Western society. These deceptive portrayals
provided an opportunity for white filmmakers to display their superiority over Asian
communities. In contrast, the Asian characters in these films were primarily played by
white actors in yellowface, darkening their faces with a forced prolonged squint to their
eyes to appear Asian.
The Model Minority
In popular screen-based media, the model minority stereotype often refers to East and
South Asian characters or portrayals which are characterized by their academic and
socioeconomic successes. Often distinguished through their quiet charisma, model
minorities are portrayed as obedient, servile—even bootlicking—individuals who are
inherently more hard-working and intelligent than other racial minority groups. This
perception of universal collective success is a dangerous misconception that defines how
people of Asian descent are viewed by non-Asians and obscures their lived realities.
Model minorities are considered exemplary and desired by the majority group; these
monolithic preconceptions place certain East and South Asians above other marginalized
groups, reinforcing the hegemony of white supremacy by aligning Asians with whiteness.
Moreover, employing this stereotype creates a racial wedge between Asians and other
racial minorities by dictating what a good and bad minority looks like.
While many people of Asian descent have embodied slices of this stereotype by achieving
academic or socioeconomic success through securing high-power positions in STEM fields,
law or medicine, solely representing people of Asian descent in a meritorious light through
these portrayals boxes an entire community in by creating a rigid idea of what a “good
Asian” should be. These stereotypes devalue the experiences of racism and inequity faced
by Canadians of Asian descent by concealing these experiences.
Hypersexualized Asian Females and the Dragon Lady
Since the mid-1900s, Asian women have been fetishized and hypersexualized in screenbased media. By employing a trope often referred to as the China Doll, Geisha Girl, or
Lotus Blossom, Asian women are depicted as subservient, submissive, exotic props to be
dominated by white men.
These portrayals shape how society views and treats Asian women and have contributed
to the racism and misogyny experienced by them. The egregious objectification of Asian
women has positioned them as disposable objects of desire, incontrovertibly leading to
the alarming spike in violence, hate crimes, and attacks faced by Asian women living in the
U.S. and Canada.
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Projecting a baby-like innocence that lacks agency or individuality, hypersexualized
portrayals of Asian women are often lusted over by a white male protagonist. When the
woman exhibits power or authority, the character can often end up conforming to the
obverse portrayal of hypersexualized Asian women: the Dragon Lady.
Often presented as a scheming and duplicitous seductress, the Dragon Lady gainfully
weaponizes her power to distract a white protagonist from their goal. This trope characterizes
Asian women as sexualized forms of aggression, representing them as objects for the
taking or a powerful temptation to be wary of.
Undesirable Asian Males
Often concurrent with the model minority trope are the hypersexualized Asian female and
the asexual Asian male tropes, thus positioning the Asian male as inferior to the white male.
These Asian male characters are often gauchely mocked for their physical appearance or
accent. Compared to their white counterparts, these depictions are usually made fun of
for their foreignness or culture and placed in a marginal role, embodied through onedimensional characters including the wise sensei, a geek, or a gang member.
By portraying Asian men as nerdy, weak, effeminate, and undesirable, they are emasculated,
ultimately cast as shameful characters. Furthermore, when this trope is coupled with the
model minority trope, this subliminally signifies that intellectual power comes at the cost
of sexual power for men of colour, reinforcing the hegemony of white supremacy; Asian
men must be partially diminished to belong to mainstream society.
Some portrayals of Asian men also fall under the perpetual foreigner stereotype. These
characters are again desexualized and undesirable on top of being bumbling, stupid, and
inherently foreign, and therefore sidelined for being insufficiently Canadian or American. In
addition, if these characters have a foreign accent, which is often weaponized to indicate
low intelligence.
Ingratiating Immigrants with Mocked Accents
Southeast or South Asian characters in popular media are often cast as servile immigrants,
parodied and mocked with an exaggerated accent. Often, these characters on screen work
menial labour jobs, subservient to the white customer.
The best-known example of a character that follows this trope is the much-loved character
Apu Nahasapeemapetilon on The Simpsons, who works as a shop owner at the Kwik-EMart in the show’s world of Springfield. Apu’s character mostly draws on racial stereotypes,
eliciting controversy from many viewers who also publicly called out the white actor Hank
Azaria who voiced Apu. While Azaria stepped down from the show in 2021, the social
impact of the character he voiced for 30 years is pernicious, as explored in the film ‘The
Problem with Apu’.
“Kids in the playground would always mimic the accent and say ‘Thank you, come again!’
or ‘Hello, Mr. Homer!’” said Indian-American comedian Hari Kondabolu in 2017, who stars in
the film ‘The Problem with Apu’ that explores racial stereotypes against people of South
Asian heritage in film and television. “Sure, growing up in New York City everyone tries to
be funny. If you grow up there, you learn to make jokes and how to make comebacks, but
it’s hard to counter an accent—what’s your comeback for an accent?”
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The Canadian Broadcast Media Landscape
Television viewership in Canada is on a steady decline as viewers transition to digital channels. The
percentage of Canadian households that subscribe to pay-TV services has fallen from 75% in 2015
to 48.8% in 2022, according to forecasts by eMarketer in 2021. The loyal audiences that once tuned
into curated broadcast channels have cut-cords, dispersing their eyes and coin to myriad digital
streaming services available in Canada—notably Amazon Prime Video, Crave, Criterion Channel,
Disney+, and Netflix—and independent content creators on social media platforms like YouTube
and TikTok. This report looks at traditional broadcasters in Canada as this is where a significant
amount of public funding for television is allocated. As broadcasters transition to digital platforms,
it is important they do not carry these biases into and onto their new platforms.
Despite that curated television stations are shrinking in viewership and subscribers, paid-TV
stations remain a leading news and entertainment source for millions of Canadians.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) is a Canadian public broadcaster, funded by the
federal government. CBC receives over $1 billion annually in government funding. CBC’s 2020-21
Annual Report indicated that CBC Television held 5% of the prime time audiences.
CTV Television Network – Bell Media is the largest privately-owned television network in Canada,
owned by Bell Media. In 2019/2020, CTV Television Network reached an average weekly viewership
of over 18 million Canadians. In addition, some of the CTV’s primetime English-language programs
(including Transplant and Cardinal) receive funding through the Canada Media Fund.
Global Television Network – CORUS Entertainment is the second-largest privately-owned
television network in Canada, owned by CORUS Entertainment. In 2018, CORUS Entertainment
captured 18% of all television revenue in Canada ($1.238 million) and 34% of the English-language
television market, according to data from the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC).
Citytv – Rogers Communications is a Canadian television network specializing in national news and
sports owned by Rogers Communications. Rogers Communications currently owns and operates
local Citytv news stations in Toronto, Calgary, Edmonton, Montreal, Portage la Prairie/Winnipeg,
Regina/Saskatoon, and Vancouver. As a media conglomerate, Rogers Communications garnered
15% ($1.032 million) of all television revenues in 2018 and 10.5% of the English-language television
market, according to the CRTC.
Knowledge Network is a non-profit educational cable broadcaster for British Columbia, funded by
the provincial government and public donations. In its 2020/21 year, Knowledge Network reached
a viewership of 2,842,000 people with primetime/overnight programming networks and 1,911,000
through Knowledge Kids. Markedly, an internal equity audit released in 2022 through the advocacy
efforts of VAFF, RESO and DOC National and DOC BC NYT and Yukon found that 98.3% ($2.054
million) of the Knowledge Network’s pre-license funding over seven years largely went towards
white-owned production firms; comparably, the network spent the remaining 1.7% ($34,150) of the
budget on commissioning production firms headed by racialized individuals.
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Methodology & Research Approach
Researchers at VAFF conducted a review of five broadcasters—CBC, CTV, Citytv, Global
TV, and Knowledge Network—from April 11, 2021, to April 17, 2021. Television programs
aired during this period were logged onto a spreadsheet disaggregated by broadcaster.
For this study, we found 332 total programs, 170 of which were scripted programs across
all networks during all broadcast hours for this audit period.
To answer the first research question “Who are Canadians watching on their television
screens?” researchers needed to determine if a typical television viewer in Canada

considered the person on screen to be Asian, Black or person of colour (excluding
Asian), or white based on a visual review.
Five data collectors independently assessed the cast members on these shows based
on physical appearances for ethnicity. Each program was reviewed by at least (2) two
researchers. Data was collected based on the following variables:
•

Show Format/Type: “Scripted” or “Unscripted”

•

“Country of Production” of all scripted and unscripted TV programs on each of the five
(5) networks

•

Of the scripted shows, total number of Main Cast members

•

Of the Main Cast actors, how many appeared to be of Asian heritage, BPOC (excluding
Asian) or white

For this analysis, we calculated the percentage of actors appearing to be Asian, BPOC
(excluding Asian), and white cast members on all the scripted shows on each of the five
broadcasting channels.
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Limitations and Constraints
Due to limited funding and the urgency of this report, there were a number of necessary
limitations, including:
Selection bias
•

Disaggregated data, whereby only Asian actors (East Asian, Southeast Asian and South
Asian) were separately identified from other BPOC actors.

•

Quality / accuracy / nuance of representation was not examined.

•

The number of Main Cast members varied from program to program as did the number
of episodes for each television show. These differences were not adjusted for, as the
percentages in this report only reflects the aggregate number of Main Cast members on
all the television shows on the network.

•

The racial breakdown of unscripted programs was excluded from the racial breakdown
of Main Cast analysis.

•

April 11-17, 2021 was arbitrarily chosen and reviewing one week of broadcasters’
programming may constitute a small sample size.

Observer bias
•

A level of bias of researchers’ visual review of Main Cast.

•

Data collection relied on a set of researchers whose various perspectives may have
introduced bias to the study as they were visually identifying racialized actors on screen.

We are aware that this is potentially a fraught research method but given funding constraints,
we were unable to develop and implement another method for the audit. For example, the
audit may have, among other things, inadvertently categorized some people as “white”
when they may in fact do not self-identify this way. We are also aware of the sensitivity
of potentially miscategorization, and the nuanced and careful conversations happening
within the Indigenous screen-based community and intentionally removed “Indigenous’’ as
a category from this audit to respect the sovereignty of the Indigenous Screen Office (ISO)
and of Indigenous creatives. Given this, two Indigenous television programs, Blackstone and
Trickster were not included in the program schedule listing for CBC in this study.
To address these limitations, we have recommended next steps for further exploration and
movement toward a diverse, equitable and inclusive television industry in Canada.

â
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Further areas of research and analysis:
•

Conduct an in-depth review that considers the quality of representation of BPOC
characters on Canadian television.

•

Research and develop best practices for the screen based broadcast media industry on
implementing inclusive production and acquisition practices.

•

Research and develop best practices for the screen-based non-broadcast media industry
on implementing inclusive production and acquisition practices. (Non-broadcast media
industry include streaming services and or platforms).

•

Examine the intersections of media representation disparities with other underrepresented
groups, including a range of gender identities and expressions, the 2SLGBTQIA+
community, and individuals with varying abilities.

•

Expand upon existing equity reports produced by screen and media organizations,
including:

•

imagineNATIVE’s On-Screen Protocols & Pathways: A Media Production Guide1

•

Black Screen Office’s Being Seen Report2

•

Racial Equity Media Collective’s Racialized Funding Data in the Canadian Film and
Television Industry3

•

Women In View On Screen Report4

•

Independent Media Producers Association of Creative Talent’s (IMPACT)
Understanding Inclusive Business Practices Amongst Canadian Producers Report5

•

Closely analyze unscripted television programs to identify representation and funding
disparities accurately.

•

Examine the number of BPOC creators that receive development funding and then
determine the number that continue onto production.

•

Conduct similar research for Black and people of colour in Quebec and/or French
language broadcasters and determine a more robust methodology for this analysis.

•

Support further comprehensive analyses of Black and people of colour on screen
representation within the Canadian Broadcasting Sector broadcasters; share learnings
with other community organizations including the Black Screen Office and the Indigenous
Screen Office.

1

https://imaginenative.org/publications

2

https://www.beingseen.ca/

3

https://www.re-mc.org/research

4

https://womeninview.ca/

5

https://www.impact-aptcmi.org
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W E AS KED

Who are Canadians watching
on their television screens?
How does this reflection impact
diversity, equity and inclusivity
in Canada?
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CBC
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on All CBC’s
Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.5%

Made in Canada: 87%
Made Outside of Canada: 13%
(Based on 44 programs)

15.5%

UK
8.7%

USA
4.3%

Canada
87%

White 76.0%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
Made in Canada

Scripted Programs
Made Outside of Canada

(Based on 38 programs)

(Based on 6 programs)

Asian
10.4%

BPOC

ex. Asian

Asian
4.5%

16%

BPOC

ex. Asian

11.2%

White
73.6%

Made in Canada: 83.3%
Made Outside of Canada: 16.7%
(Based on 30 programs)

UK
10%

Others
6.7%

Canada
83.3%

White
84.3%

k e y f i n d i n g s There were 38 Canadian scripted programs aired on CBC during this audit period

after Trickster and Blackstone were removed. This represented the largest total number of original
Canadian scripted programs out of all the broadcasters surveyed. Out of these 38 programs, on
screen Asian representation accounted for 10.4% of the Main Cast. When combined with scripted
programs from outside of Canada, this number dropped to 8.5%. CBC failed to represent Canada’s
Asian and other BPOC communities.
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Citytv
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All Citytv’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.5%

Made in Canada: 23.8%
Made Outside of Canada: 76.2%
(Based on 21 programs)

33.5%

Canada
23.8%

White 58.0%
USA
76.2%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
Made in Canada

Scripted Programs
Made Outside of Canada

(Based on 5 programs)

(Based on 16 programs)

Asian
3%

Asian
10.2%

BPOC

ex. Asian

19.4%

Made in Canada: 40.9%
Made Outside of Canada: 59.1%
(Based on 22 programs)
Canada
40.9%

BPOC

ex. Asian

38.1%

USA
59.1%

White
77.6%

White
51.7%

k e y f i n d i n g s Citytv had a limited number of Canadian scripted programs, only airing five (5)

during the audit period and Asian representation accounted for just 3% of the Main Cast. When
combined with the 10.2% of Asian representation in the 16 made outside of Canada scripted
programs, the overall percentage of Asian representation rose to 8.5%. This indicated that Citytv
was doing less for Asian representation on Canadian productions than the programs it acquired
from outside of Canada. At the basic level of Main Cast representation, Citytv failed to represent
Canada’s Asian and other BPOC communities.
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CTV
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All CTV’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.3%

Made in Canada: 15.2%
Made Outside of Canada: 84.8%
(Based on 33 programs)

24.8%

Canada
15.2%

White 66.9%
USA
84.8%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 5 programs)

(Based on 28 programs)

Made in Canada: 37.8%
Made Outside of Canada: 62.2%
(Based on 37 programs)
Canada
37.8%

Asian
7.1%

Asian
14.7%

BPOC

BPOC

ex. Asian

ex. Asian

White
69.1%

White
66.4%

16.2%

26.5%

USA
59.5%

UK
2.7%

k e y f i n d i n g s CTV had the second highest number of scripted programs from outside of Canada,

with 28, of which only five (5) were Canadian scripted programs. Asian representation accounted
for 14.7% of the Main Cast in these Canadian shows, yet when combined with the high number of
scripted programs from outside of Canada, the overall on screen representation of Asian Main Cast
dropped to 8.3%. This indicated that CTV acquired programs that have less Asian representation
than its Canadian productions, which was already low. CTV failed to represent Canada’s Asian and
other BPOC communities.
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Global TV
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All Global TV’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

8.8%

Made in Canada: 7.4%
Made Outside of Canada: 92.6%
(Based on 27 programs)

24.0%

USA
85.2%

Canada
7.4% Others
7.4%

White 67.2%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 2 programs)

(Based on 25 programs)

Asian
8.4%

Asian
15.8%

Made in Canada: 60.0%
Made Outside of Canada: 40.0%
(Based on 41 programs)

USA
40.0%

Canada
60.0%

BPOC

BPOC

ex. Asian

ex. Asian

White
68.4%

White
67.1%

15.8%

24.5%

k e y f i n d i n g s Global TV had the second lowest number of Canadian scripted programs with only

two (2) compared to other broadcasters during this time period and had the third highest numbers
of scripted programs from outside of Canada at 25. Although Asian representation accounted
for 15.8% of the Main Cast of Global TV’s Canadian scripted shows, the high number of scripted
programs from outside of Canada dropped the overall Asian representation to only 8.8%. This
indicated that Global TV acquired programs that have less Asian representation than its Canadian
productions, which was already low. Global TV failed to represent Canada’s Asian and other BPOC
communities.
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Knowledge Network (KN)
Racial Breakdown of Main Casts’ Appearances on
All KN’s Scripted Programs between April 11-17, 2021

Programs by
Country of Origin

Asian

Scripted Programs

BPOC
ex. Asian

3.9%

Made in Canada: 2.2%
Made Outside of Canada: 97.8%
(Based on 45 programs)

6.8%

Canada
2.2% Others
28.9%

White 89.3%

UK
68.9%

Unscripted Programs
Scripted Programs
made in Canada

Scripted Programs
made Outside of Canada

(Based on 1 program)

(Based on 44 programs)

Asian
0%

BPOC

ex. Asian

Asian
3.9%

16.7%

Canada
6.3%
Others
6.3%

BPOC

ex. Asian

6.7%

White
89.4%

White
83.3%

key

Made in Canada: 6.3%
Made Outside of Canada: 93.7%
(Based on 32 programs)

UK
87.4%

f i n d i n g s Knowledge Network had the lowest number of Canadian scripted programs of the

broadcasters included in the audit with one (1) program. Knowledge Network had the highest number of
scripted programs from outside Canada, at 44. Asian representation accounted for 0% of the Main Cast of
the sole Canadian scripted show, and combined with the high number of scripted programs from outside
Canada, the overall Asian representation was 3.9%. This indicated that Knowledge Network commissioned
or acquired scripted programs with little to no Asian representation. In addition, 68.9% of scripted programs
and 87.4% of unscripted programs aired on Knowledge Network during the audit period originate from the
United Kingdom. Knowledge Network failed to represent Canada’s Asian and other BPOC communities.
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s u m m a r y : r ac i a l b r e a k d o w n o f m a i n c a s t ’s a p p e a r a n c e s o f a l l s c r i p t e d

p r o g r a m s o n f i v e m a j o r c a n a d i a n b r o a d c a s t n e t w o r k s b e t w e e n a p r i l 1 1 -17 , 2 02 1

CBC

Citytv

CTV

ASIAN 8.5%
BPOC EX. ASIAN 15.5%
WHITE 76.0%

ASIAN 8.5%
BPOC EX. ASIAN 33.5%
WHITE 58.0%

ASIAN 8.3%
BPOC EX. ASIAN 24.8%
WHITE 66.9%

Global TV

Knowledge Network

ASIAN 8.8%
BPOC EX. ASIAN 24.0%
WHITE 67.2%

ASIAN 3.9%
BPOC EX. ASIAN 6.8%
WHITE 89.3%

ASIAN
BPOC EX. ASIAN
WHITE

r e s u lt s

The audit revealed a range of Asian on screen representation among the five (5) broadcasters
during the period of study. This range at the top end was 8.8% (Global TV) while at the lower
end only 3.9% (Knowledge Network) of Asian people were represented on screen in Main
Cast roles. However, these opportunities are not solely for Asian Canadians, but Asians from
the United States and other countries. In terms of Canadian versus non-Canadian content,
we found that more than 50% of all content broadcast during the audit period came from
outside of Canada. CBC was the only broadcaster to have over 50% for both scripted and
unscripted programs (87% and 83.3% respectively) originate from Canada, but Canadian BPOC
actors were not significantly represented in these opportunities. The substantial influence
and acquisition of television programming from the United States and the United Kingdom
dramatically overshadowed the content created by Canadian filmmakers and producers.
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This report illustrates the significant
underrepresentation of Asians on five
major Canadian broadcast networks.
An overview of the data indicated that
Asian actors or actors appearing to be of
Asian heritage were only part of the Main
Cast of a televised program in Canada
3.9%-8.8% of the time. However, these
opportunities were not solely for Asian
Canadians, but also for Asians from the
United States and other countries.
Therefore, additional funding dedicated
to accelerating support and training for
BPOC actors, filmmakers, and on screen
media workers is a crucial first step to
address this disparity.
In terms of the content created outside of Canada after analyzing scripted and
unscripted content from the five Canadian broadcasters, VAFF concluded that the
substantial influence and acquisition of television programming from the United
Kingdom and the United States dramatically overshadowed the content created by
Canadian filmmakers and producers. Except for the CBC’s scripted programming
and CBC and Global TV’s unscripted programming, domestically-produced content
was eclipsed by content from other countries, predominantly the United States and
the United Kingdom.
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Recommendations
To address the systemic and structural racism that exists within these broadcast institutions
require deliberate, targeted and reparative actions such as the following:

1. CORE FUNDING FOR BLACK AND RACIALIZED COMMUNITY ARTS
ORGANIZATIONS
Screen industry institutions and funders have benefited from the labour of community based
organizations and received additional funding because of the advocacy work of creatives
from Black and racialized communities. Much of this additional funding is not reaching
these organizations to meet their core activity needs. Instead, the majority of Black and
racialized media arts organizations are only receiving project grants which cannot sustain
the organizations’ operations to be able to deliver these projects. These additional funds
should be provided directly to the community organizations as operational funding and not
just project funding.

2. MANDATED EQUITY TARGETS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND
COMMISSION OF CONTENT
Broadcasters must include mandated equity targets for BPOC led production companies.
Canada Media Fund (CMF) and other federal and provincial government funding agencies
should consider setting equity targets related to BPOC led companies. The need for equity
targets should also be included as part of the CRTC’s broadcast license requirements. The
lack of diversity on screen directly results from the lack of BPOC creators, including writers,
directors, producers, and showrunners in Canadian broadcast productions according to the
Women in View On Screen Report.

3. A 360 APPROACH TO HOLD BROADCASTERS ACCOUNTABLE
We must hold broadcasters accountable for the underrepresentation of stories that
spotlight marginalized communities, including BPOC communities, as well as the work of
BPOC filmmakers and producers. VAFF recommends scheduled equity audits that follow a
standardized industry process. As stated, government funding should be mandated with a
racial equity focus to achieve this. Ongoing monitoring and check-ins with BPOC community
organizations to document progress are vital to addressing systemic barriers throughout the
change process to ensure equity targets are implemented and achieved.

4. SUSTAINED AND REPARATIVE FUNDING TO ACCELERATE OVER
50 YEARS OF CHRONIC UNDERFUNDING TO SUPPORT TRAINING,
MENTORING AND INCUBATION OF TALENT
Following over half a century of underfunding, the time for monumental change is now. To
stimulate the future of BPOC on screen representation, public and private capital must be
secured and adequately invested towards projects and individuals that elevate stories that
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have long been absent from the mainstream. Also, through additional funding and access to
government and corporate resources, organizations within the television and film industries
can invest in programs and infrastructure to support aspiring BPOC creatives.

5. REMOVE THE FEAR OF FAILING
BPOC creators must be given the space to fail. According to the Hollywood Reporter, over
the 10-year period up to the 2019-2020 season, the percentage failure rate of new television
programs was roughly 60% and these were more likely produced and directed by white
creators. BPOC creators must be afforded an equal opportunity to fail and not be discouraged
when institutionalized success does not occur immediately. The privilege to learn from one’s
mistakes has not been afforded to BPOC creators.

6. INVEST IN SAFE SPACES AND INCLUSIVE WORKSPACES FOR
CREATIVES AND OPERATE UNDER HOPE, NOT FEAR
The most powerful creative institutions are entrenched in bureaucracy and led by white
executives. Rarely, have these spaces been welcoming to BPOC creatives. By investing in
safe and inclusive work spaces for creatives of marginalized communities, screen-based
media workers can learn from one another and create content on their own terms. Elevating
racial equity should not be feared, but rather seen as improving the entire screen industry
for everyone.

7. PROVIDE DIRECT FUNDING TO A SEPARATE FUND FOR BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR (BPOC) CREATORS ADMINISTERED BY THE
CANADIAN INDEPENDENT SCREEN FUND (CISF)
In the context of funds that flow into the Canadian screen sector from directives to the
CRTC and other industry bodies that the Department of Canadian Heritage will likely make
once Bill C-11 is passed, the Canadian Independent Screen Fund (CISF) provides the Federal
Government with a golden opportunity to execute on promises they have made around
“Empowering Racialized Artists”6 and act on directives in the Heritage Minister’s mandate
letter7. Our communities have invested their time and expertise in creating this Fund, and
CISF has been administering the successful 3-year Rogers-BSO Development Fund.
The Government has a historic opportunity to address long-standing inequities in the system
and ensure full participation of Black and POC communities in Canadian screen culture,
both as creators accessing funding, and audience members able to see their stories told in
content controlled by people from their communities.
Solutions to the film and television industry’s systemic racism need to come from the people
affected by it. The CISF is an Independent Fund administered by a Board that represents the
film & television industry sector. Representatives of this country’s BPOC film and television
community clearly state what is needed to deliver better outcomes.

6

https://liberal.ca/our-platform/empowering-racialized-artists-and-journalists/

7

https://pm.gc.ca/en/mandate-letters/2021/12/16/minister-canadian-heritage-mandate-letter
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conclusion

As it stands, the opportunities for an actor of Asian heritage or appears to be of Asian
heritage to be cast as a central character in a scripted or non-scripted television program
broadcasted in Canada is extremely low. This makes it difficult for aspiring actors of Asian
descent to pursue acting and without the ability to earn sufficient money from acting to
sustain a career, making it even more challenging to channel their creativity to hone their
craft. This decimated generations of Asian actors, suffocating the pipeline for talent.
Although the quality of representation was not examined in this report, qualitative reports
like the Black Screen Office’s ‘Being Seen’ report (released in February 2022) provides a
comprehensive scope demonstrating a lack of complexity for BPOC characters and their
storylines as well as a lack of understanding of the nuances and complexities if communities
within these on screen representations. Moreover, the BPOC actors that fill these roles
often struggle with whether or not to take on stereotypical roles or not to work, which
compounds the additional burden actors belonging to marginalized communities carry
and consider while navigating the industry.
Some factors that contribute to the lack of equitable representation are the insufficiency
of film projects by racialized filmmakers and content creators commissioned using private
and public funds. Due to insufficient funding for the development and writing of these
portrayals, generations of storytellers may not have had access to the resources needed
to breathe life into their stories onto the page and on screen. For actionable change to
occur, sweeping rules and regulations should be enacted around the content for film and
television created and funded using public funding. For example, the Canada Media Fund
could set racial equity targets when dispersing its annual budget.
Another component that should be considered is the individuals who decide whose
projects receive funding and the executive bodies who dictate which programs are put into
production. Often, experienced producers with institutionalized influence have an easier
time getting their projects greenlit because broadcast executives know they can deliver.
Consequently, producers unknown to these executives are deemed “too risky” and are
rarely given a chance to show what they are capable of. Consequently, BPOC television
and film producers have long been underrepresented, spurring another vicious cycle of a
systemically racist system. In these situations, filmmakers of colour often know no other
choice but to partner with a distinguished white producer to have their project greenlit,
constantly losing part or all ownership or creative power over their projects.
The film and television industry should not aim for racial representation to reflect the
Canadian government’s demographics and statistics, as these figures often exclude many
marginalized populations. Moreover, these figures are informed by over a century of racist
and exclusionary policies. Therefore, an apt measurement of equity in media should be
spearheaded by grassroots screen and media organizations and community individuals to
achieve a screen-based media industry in Canada that celebrates and elevates stories that
have long gone underrepresented.
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The Vancouver Asian Film Festival (VAFF) is Canada’s longest-running Asian film festival. It
has been an incubator of talent for Asian Canadian creators and filmmakers for over 26 years
and has not received operational or core funding from provincial or federal government
funding agencies during its entire history.
In 2017, VAFF’s Board and Senior Executive team participated in a Strategic Visioning
workshop and identified three key initiatives to push Asian Canadian representation forward
in the screen-based media industry:
1.

Develop an ethnic parity report to assess the representation of Asian Canadians/
Americans and other Black, Indigenous and other racialized communities. This became
known as the Diversity Report Card. Research for this report began in 2018, but due
to lack of funding, VAFF was not able to continue. In 2021 with partial support from
Creative BC and many, many hours of donated time from the community, VAFF was able
to restart and complete its study. VAFF, RESO and Elimin8Hate are pleased to present
their findings in this inaugural report.

2. Launch a national organization to focus on advocacy activities for accessing
equitable funding, increasing representation in front and behind the camera and
developing connections and opportunities within the screen-media industry to bring
underrepresented racialized Canadian content to global markets. Then in 2020, with
the growing recognition of the inequities faced by BIPOC filmmakers at every level that—
continually resulting in under-financed and under-supported projects—VAFF realized
that this was the moment to revisit its 2017 vision. This led to the genesis of the Racial
Equity Screen Office (RESO), which launched in the Fall of 2021.
3. Create an Asian Canadian film fund to support content creators from the Asian Canadian
community to tell their stories authentically and help find an audience for these films and
shorts. VAFF’s inaugural lifetime benefactor, Richard K. Wong, provided seed funding of
$37,000 for 2019’s 100 Story Challenge, a scriptwriting competition and for the Richard
Wong Film Fund which produced two award-winning shorts in 2021: ‘TO MAKE ENDS
MEAT’ and ‘TRAILBLAZN.
VAFF also holds a seat on the Board of the Canadian Independent Screen Fund that
advocates to government to allocate funds for a film fund for BPOC creators that is
managed and administered by the BPOC community.
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va f f p r o g r a m s

VAFF Industry Insights
Professional development, panels, workshops
and networking opportunities for racialized
screen industry professionals.

ReClaim Your Name Sharing and Healing Circles
Creating safe and inclusive spaces for
underrepresented communities and screen-industry
based media workers to share experiences and to
learn from one another while supporting each other.

Elimin8Hate’s
Style Guide
Best Practices for
Journalists and Media
Workers Reporting
on Asian Canadian
communities.

Mighty Asian Moviemaking Marathon (MAMM)
Incubating, mentoring and providing actual on
set training to Asian Canadian talent.

Vancouver Asian Film Festival (VAFF)
Showcasing the best of Asian Canadian cinema
and content at Canada’s first Asian film festival.

See US Hear US Multimedia Campaign
Harnessing the power of the arts, film, television,
music and media to counter anti-Asian hate.

r e s o a dvo c ac y

Advocating for Knowledge Network’s racial
equity mandates for BPOC creatives.

www.vaff.org

|

www.reso-ca.org

|

www.elimin8hate.org
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